PORTABLE
PANEPINTO SLING
PORTABLE RESTRAINT
Humane, user-friendly, portable restraint developed in partnership with Panepinto Associates for your micro/minipigs,
dogs, goats, lambs and other small to medium sized animals. Exclusively available from Lomir Biomedical, this newest
innovation in comfortable restraint is collapsible and lightweight. It can be quickly & easily folded up for trouble-free
transportor storage in facilities with limited space or mobile veterinarians. For more information regarding proper use,
assembly or hands-on training customized for personnel and facility needs, please visit www.panepinto.com.
1. Place the 4 shorter bars with center welded support wedges marked AB & CD
together so the welded mid-sections fit together to form an “X”. Make sure the
open-hole ends are on top.
2. Connect the AB and CD parts with the long cross bar marked E by inserting
the 2 long wing nut bolts into the holes located in the center of each “X”
(Figure 1).
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3. Tightenthe bolts on each end and stand the frame up.
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4. Slide 2 remaining bars (F&G) through sleeves on hammock and place angled
ends into holes on top of the “X’s” at each end (Figure 2).
5. Secure top cross bars on all 4 corners using the clips provided in the shipping
box. (Figure 3).
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6. Place animal into hammock. (Figure 4).
7. Use Velcro flaps to secure animal. (Figure 5).
8. To remove animal, remove each of the 4 clips which secure the cross bars to
the frame and lift the pig while still in the hammock and carry back to pen while
contained in the hammock. (This should be done with 2 handlers. If there aren’t
2 available, just lift animal out, providing as much body support as possible).
9. To fold up for transport or storage, loosen each wing nut and pull the welded
joints apart. (Figure 6). Do not remove pin or take completely apart unless
planning to disassemble as storage and transport are facilitated if unit stays
together.
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10. Fold up for transport or storage and secure hammock with bungee cord
or rope. (Figure 7).
Figure 7

